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The Echo

A Welcome to New Arrivals

Homecoming '81

Schedule of Events
Friday, October 16
10:05 a.m.
Homecoming Chapel
12:00 noon tee time Athletic Hall of Fame Golf
Tournament
4:00 p.m.
Iron Man Competition
8:00 p.m.
8:15 pm
after the concert

*Andrus-Blackwood and Co.
•Agatha Christie play,
TEN LITTLE INDIANS
Alma Mater a la Mode

Rediger C/A
Walnut Creek
Golf Course
Begins at T.U.
Lake
C/A
Little Theatre
Hodson Commons

Saturday, October 17
9:00 a.m.-10:00
a.m.
Open House at President and
Mrs. Lehman's Home
9:00 a.m.
Women's Field Hockey-TU vs. Hockey Field
Alumni
10:30 a.m.
Mexican Fiesta
Odle Gymnasium
2:00 p.m.
Football — TU vs. Manchester Wheeler Stadium
8:00 p.m.
Shenanigans Alumni —Student C/A
Show (free)
8:15 p.m.
•Agatha Christie play,
Little Theatre
TEN LITTLE INDIANS
after Shenanigans Fellowship Fire outdoors . . .
Hodson Commons
and warm refreshments and
conversation indoors
Sunday, October 18
8:30 a.m.
*Breakfast and morning devotionsHodson Banquet
with President Gregg O. LehmanRoom
10:30 a.m.
Homecoming Worship
C/A
•Advance Reservations required

New Music Building
Underway
by Wendy Boalt
The official groundbreaking cer
emony for the new music center
took place Oct. 15 at 1:30 p.m. Bull
dozers began this week clearing
land on the building site, which is
across the street from the chapel,
near the soccer field.
Dr. Dickey emceed the cere
mony. Speakers were: Mr. Jacobsen, Chairman of the Board of
Trustees; Gregg O. Lehman, Presi
dent; Dr. Kroecker, Head of the
Music Department; and Mr. Hermanson and Mr. Boren, the two ma
jor donors. Other participants in the
ceremony were Dale Jackson, Scott
Cox, Student Body President, the
architects and contractors.
The 23,000-square-foot edifice
will be completed in December,
1982 at an estimated cost of
$1,875,000. The building will include

classrooms, 30 practice rooms with
the latest technology in sound con
trol, studios and a large recital hall.
The $1,875,000 bill is being paid
completely by donors. "I was really
excited when I saw them finally
starting the new building," stated
Dorothy Burge, Senior, Psychology
major/Church Music minor. "I
wish they had started this when I
was a freshman so I could've taken
advantage of it. The old buildings
have hardly been adequate; there's
never enough practice rooms."
Dr. Kroecker said "the old build
ings are being considered for
various uses." The sound-proof
modules, or "refrigerators" as they
are referred to, are moveable and
will probably be transferred to the
new building upon completion.
Practice rooms and studios will
be available to all Taylor students.

Andrus/Blackwood
and Co.

|p
By Tammy Hinman
The stork made a couple of deliveries to Taylor staff members homes
in the past couple of weeks. A precious bundle weighing 8V2 pounds
arrived at the Cosgrove home on September 26. Another 8V2 pound
package was delivered to the Herrmann's apartment behind Wengatz Hall on October 3. Preston Barry Cosgrove is the new addition to
the Cosgrove family. He joined his parents Dr. and Mrs. Mark Cos-

TSO
Student
Presents . . .
Student Court Chief Justice, Kirby Bradley said, "we're revamping
the Student Court Constitution and
will be sending it to the faculty for
their approval." Look for the de
tails in next week's ECHO.
Senate Chairman, Kyle Huber,
summarized Senate's activities for
this week in his report: Senate dis
cussed the disbursement of funds
for the soccer and weight-lifting
club, they received a report from
the Vending Machine Ad Hoc Com
mittee reviewing what each compa
ny had to offer. No action was taken
on that report. And the Senate
passed a resolution for the official
procedure of disbursing funds to
plubs and organizations. See re
lated article for details.
Student Activities Council is
sponsoring "Citizen Kane" in the
C/A this coming Wednesday, Octo
ber 21, and "Coal Miner's Daugh
ter" next Friday, October 23 in the

Faculty Committees

by Penny E. James,
Spiritual Life Committee: Chris
Press Services Coordinator
Houts, Kyle Huber, Lisa LaBold,
What makes a good university is Cristyn Karr and Marty Greenagel.
not merely the academics but how
Athletic Committee: Bob Jack
well students, faculty and adminis son and Kevin Dayton.
trators interact with one another.
Special Events Committee: Rog
er Gerig, Nate Burcham and Laura
This year, Taylor U. seems to Binder.
have what it takes to meet that defi
Media Board: Bill Westrate.
nition. The following committees
Student Life Committee: Doug
and their student representatives Allgood, Deb Glass and Greg Mat
are enacting better procedures, pol thews.
icies and decisions on behalf of the
Educational Policies Commit
whole Taylor Community.
tee: Andy Billing, Bob Brothers and

Ann Owens.
Financial Aid Committee: Kim
Wheaton and Kurt Hauser.
President's Advisory Council:
Dave Schrock and Colleen Tonn.
Instructional Resources Com
mittee: Jane Jentick.
International Studies Commit
tee; Jane Jentick, Doug Birch and
Georgia Reasner.
TSO would like to thank these
student representatives for their
commitment and encourage them
to "keep up the good work."

Science
Seminar for
Oct. 19th
cancelled

Taylor University's class of 1931.

of one of the members of The Black
wood Brothers Quartet, and toured
with the Blackwoods and the
Stamps Quartet.
Not only were Sherman and Ter
ry influenced musically by their
families, they were both raised in
Christian environments and made
the decision to follow Christ at early
ages.
Andrus functions as stage man
ager and music director while
Blackwood's forte is in arranging
and producing. They are backed by
three studio musicians and a vocal
ist/pianist with her own solo career.
There is a great deal of experience
on stage when ABC is performing.
The call of God on the lives of
Sherman Andrus and Terry Black
wood is primarily to spread the
message of Christ, which they do
through their music. The style of
the group reflects a combination of
influences including some tradition
al black gospel and a contemporary
framework.
An Andrus/Blackwood and Co.
concert is enthusiastic performing;
but more than that their concerts
are a time of praise and worship to
the Lord.

Class of '31 Reunited
The class of '31 is coming home!
From New York, Pennsylvania,
Florida, Washington State, Califor
nia, and elsewhere, the old gang is
moving midwest to celebrate a fif
ty-year class reunion at their old
alma mater, T.U.
Mr. George Lee, coordinator of
the event, expects about forty mem
bers of the class to return to Taylor
during the Homecoming festivities.
The class of '31 had fifty-six grad
uating members, nine who have
passed on.
The class hails five missiona
ries, 15 ministers, seven teachers,
five pastor's wives, two social
workers, an executive vice presi
dent for a large Ohio company, and
several other illustrious careerpersons.

C /A .

The Science Seminar scheduled
for Monday, October 19th has been
cancelled. The planned speaker.
Dr. Gilbert Ayres, is unable to at
tend, and a replacement is not pos
sible. The seminar will continue as
scheduled from October 26th to the
end of the semester.

grove and brothers, Walker and Robert. According to his mother,
Preston is doing just fine. The banner on Wengatz Hall welcomes
Megan Ruth Herrmann, the daughter of Tim and Kathy Herrmann.
Megan is the only girl allowed permanent residence ih the hall. "I
was really glad she is healthy. The guys in the hall were really great
about making signs and posters," said Tim.

by Kris Wilson
When most people think of the
letters A,B,C, they generally think
of the alphabet. But this weekend at
Taylor, the ABC's on people's
minds will be the ones that stand for
Andrus/Blackwood and Co., the
featured group of tonight's 1981
Homecoming concert.
The two minds behind the An
drus/Blackwood and Co. title are
Sherman Andrus and Terry Black
wood. Organized in 1977, the group
released their album, "Soldiers of
the Light," in June. This album is a
statement of the lives and commit
ments of Andrus and Blackwood as
soldiers of the light.
Sherman and Terry began their
musical careers at early ages.
From the time he was a small boy,
Andrus sang in the church choir and
kept up with the musical trends of
his day. One of his earliest experi
ences with a gospel group was sing
ing lead with Andrae Crouch and
the Disciples. He later joined with
the Imperials, known for their top
flight harmonics and arrange
ments.
Terry Blackwood is the first
cousin of Billy Blackwood, the son

Two members of the class, Bish
op Dodge and Reverand Douglas,
received honorary degrees from
Taylor University. Another class
member, Bishop Stuart, is the son
of a previous president of T.U.

Have things changed much since
then? In the midst of the depres
sion, the $450 fee for room and
board and books seemed quite
steep. The total enrollment at T.U.
in 1931 was 450. "With that few we
knew almost everybody," accord
ing to Mr. Lee.
The group has kept in touch
through a yearly newsletter, which
Mr. Lee, a former ECHO editor,
helps coordinate. Celebrations were
also held on their 25th, 40th and 45th
reunions.
A dinner is planned for the group
on Friday evening and a Saturday
morning brunch has been sched
uled.
Mr. Kenny Hoover, of Iowa, will
represent the class for "Shenani
gans," the student/alumni show.
When queried as to the planning
involved in a fifty-year reunion, Mr,
Lee replied, "it's a pleasure to do.
They're all like brothers and sis
ters. We feel a real closeness." .
"Reunited and it feels so good."
The class of '31 is coming home!
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Editorials

How Then Should We Give?
by Gregg O. Lehman,
President
One of the major tasks during
my first year as president will be
fund raising. I have repeated often
that our annual and deferred giving
totals must increase in greater pro
portion than the negative effects of
our inflation on our annual opera
tion budget. In addition, we are fac
ing new pressures due to cutbacks
in financial aid, both at the federal
and state levels.
This translates into a need for an
endowment fund of at least $30 mil
lion to enable us to weather the
crises experts are predicting for the
next ten years. Beyond adequate
endowment, we are faced with ma
jor fund raising successes to ensure
adequate library, fine arts, and res
idence hall facilities.
My conviction is that we must
carefully examine our motives and
methods of fund-raising if we are to
attain optimal results, meet our
lofty goals, and maintain an excel
lent academic program. Tradition
ally, colleges and universities have
taken the approach that, because
we exist, educate and hold to our
basic spiritual mission, alumni and
friends will be compelled to heed
our appeals and give liberally. This
approach produced mediocre re
sults in the past and holds little
promise for the future. Why? The
main reason is that the appeal and
subsequent "gift" are one-way. We
give nothing in return.
I believe the only way we will
raise the "millions" we truly need
is to offer creative new incentives
and plans for giving to Taylor. In
examining what we can offer a po
tential donor, we need to first look
at one of the Biblical models for giv

ing. In II Corinthians 9, Paul de
scribes some very helpful
principles of generosity — verses 6
through 8 state:
"burther, there is this — he who sows spar
ingly will also reap sparingly, and he who
sows bountifully will reap bountifully. Let
each man give as he has decided in his heart.
Let him not give as if it hurt him to give or as
if it was being forced out of him, for it is the
happy giver whom God loves. God can supply
you with an overflowing measure of every
grace, so that because in all things at all times
you have all sufficiency you may expel in
every good work."

Giving here is compared to sow
ing seeds. That is, if we sow gener
ously we will in due time reap a
generous return. The New Testa
ment is a very practical book and
one of the beautiful features is that
its inspired authors never avoid
talking about the reward motive.
When we are generous we can ex
pect to be rich in love, friends, help
and towards God.
Our Christian response to the
generosity of those who invest in
our program must be to return love,
friendship, and help. Love and
friendship seem to be natural re
sponses to the unselfish generosity
of donors. But we often struggle
with ways to be helpful to our do
nors.
One way we can help is to offer
sophisticated financial planning to
faculty, staff, alumni, and friends
who invest in the support and fur
therance of Taylor University. In
this day of uncertain economic con
ditions, Christians desperately need
to be knowledgeable of ways of pre
serving and multiplying wealth
which well enable the work of
Christ to continue.
I believe our response must be to

Is It Worth the Wait?
by Penny E. James
If an alien was asked to describe
the DC meal lines, he might give
this description:
—length varies from one hungry
human to over a hundred, not to
mention all those who aren't really
hungry but stand in line anyway.
—towards the front of the line,
near the stairs, the line often swells.
Some humans have called this phe
nomenon "an impregnation" of the
line.
—the human line(s) take on a
distorted twist and turn as it winds
around coat racks and the lounge
area, especially at the "5 o'clock
feeding."
Not bad for an alien observation,
huh? Trouble is, it is all too accu
rate.
According to most transfer stu
dents, Taylor's Dining Commons'
service at meal times is better than
at the schools they previously at
tended. One student was overheard
saying, "it's no wonder the DC is
always so congested. The problem
is there's just too many people gath
ering at one time." When asked if

she would rather wait in line at the
DC for 30 to 40 minutes or eat at her
previous school, her reply was, "I'd
rather eat here."
Senate has heard these com
plaints from students and now
they're looking for suggestions to
remedy the situation.
A Senate cafeteria ad hoc com
mittee was formed to work with
Jerry Nelson, manager of the Din
ing Commons and Gil Crause, Vice
President for Business and Finance
in exploring the possibilities of solv
ing the DC meal line problems.
Those committee Senators are: Col
leen Tonn, Doug Allgood, Deb Glass
and Ann Owens.
Senator Colleen Tonn said the
following items are being reviewed
and discussed by Senate;
—creating a third lunch line,
perhaps making it a soup/salad
line.
—opening the lines earlier on
Sunday mornings.
—opening the lines earlier dur
ing weekday suppers or keeping
them open later.
—coordinating a better arrange-

take the initiative and to help stem
the negative trends of decreasing
tax incentives for charitable giving
and an abrupt erosion of purchasing by Kevin Marshall
On Tuesday, October, 6, a tragic
power. Only then can Christians ef
fectively keep the "doors open" of event took place in the Middle East.
The news of President Anwar Sa
their churches and colleges.
Taylor University can and dat's death raised fears throughout
should become the model for other the western world that a new crisis
Christian organizations who desire could develop, and that the U.S.
to help the very people who want to would be without a strong ally in the
help them financially. With this as Middle East.
But Thursday, it was confirmed
our new goal in fund raising, I will
work closely with Mrs. Gerald Oli that members of a militant Muslim
ver, Vice President for University group within Egypt were responsi
Advancement, in developing so ble for the murder. Sadat's harsh
phisticated financial planning tools actions toward these groups within
and techniques to assist those who the past month no doubt provoked
are looking for personal financial the reaction that came last week.
Many questions and issues have
planning advice and creative new
arisen from the situation. In an in
incentives for stewardship.
We must move beyond medioc terview with Dr. Hoffman of the Po
rity in our approach to fund-raising litical Science Department, a
since it will only produce like re recent returnee of a two year stay
sults. Vance Havner once said, in Iraq with the State Department,
"Our miserly service today de internal issues within Egypt are the
clares that we live cheaply in our main questions to be answered in
souls ... we do not lay hold of the the near future.
The first point to be considered
riches of grace in Christ Jesus. Our
output is small because our intake is the acceptance by the Egyptians
is small. Let us be doubly abundant of current policies held and af
in grace and good works." How firmed by their government.
true! We must plan for and expect According to Dr. Hoffman, the
great things to happen at Taylor Camp David agreement, although
University — even in fund raising! rejected throughout the Middle
As a Christian university we can East, especially in radical coun
never be content with mediocre or tries like Libya, Syria, and Iraq, is
well received by the Egyptians. The
"miserly" results.
When we refer to our standards main reason for this is the probable
of excellence, we must truly refer to return of the West Bank and Gaza
all aspects of the program being ex Strip if the pact remains intact dur
cellent: our academic program, op ing the uncertain days following Sa
portunities for spiritual growth, and dat's untimely murder.
The degree of western culture
the way we exemplify Christian
stewardship in our financial affairs being absorbed by the Egyptian
and the methods and results of fund people is another factor in the fu
ture activities of the country.
raising.
According to Hoffman, many
groups within Egypt, especially the
more radical ones are totally op
posed to the rapid changes taking
ment between the DC and the Stu
dent Union Grill.
Colleen said, "we're also looking
into the cutting problem. Senate is
open and looking for any sugges by Glenda Lehman
tions concerning the meal-lines
The seemingly endless throng of
problem. If anyone has comments voracious victims mill in a disorga
or suggestions, they should contact nized mass of humanity. People of
their representative Senator or all shapes, sizes and sexes crowd
drop a line to Senate Chairman uncaringly into one another; push
Kyle Huber via campus mail."
ing and shoving to reach their goal;
No definite decisions or actions trampling the weak and the old in
have been taken by the Senate yet, their urgency; brutally mauling
according to Colleen. A resolution those unfortunate enough to be im
for opening meal lines earlier was peding their journey. Yes . . . once
sent to Jerry Nelson and Dr. Gil again it is lunch time in the D/C.
Crause, Vice President of Business
If you have ever had the fortui
Affairs for them to handle. "Hope tous opportunity to dine at the Ar
fully, by working with Jerry and thur Hodson Dinner Club (also
Dr. Crause we'll have some im known as the Dining Commons)
provements made," Colleen said.
during the lunch or supper hour,
If you have suggestions for the you have faced the reality of the
Senate to consider, contact your afore mentioned problem.
representative Senator immedi
The fact that the less scrupulous
ately.
scurges weasle their way to the
Who knows, Taylor's alien re head of the line, without duly stand
porter may return. When he does, ing for the required forty minutes,
hopefully his description will be dif does not facilitate matters at all.
ferent.
Quite the contrary, for those who

ICEA members from Taylor.
Dr. Frances Ewbank, who is this
year's president, and a Taylor pro
fessor, explained that besides the
keynote address delivered in the
morning, the meeting offered 10
workshops and a panel discussion,
with a banquet in the evening. Seve
ral members of Taylor's faculty are
involved in the workshops and the
panel presentation.
The banquet address was given
by Dr. Winifred Horner of the Uni
versity of Missouri, Columbia. Her
topic, which is also the title of the
book she is writing, is "Literature
and Composition: Bridging the
Gap."
In Dr. Ewbank's opinion, a chief
goal of ICEA is "to alert us (the pro
fessors and instructors) to the
needs of students, improve teach
ing, and to keep ourselves fresh."
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"cut" in line, make it difficult for
the patient ones to remain physical
ly and mentally healthy.
It is possible that these linejumpers were unknowingly com
mitting this crime and I am sorry if
I come on too adamantly, but I feel
very strongly that this inhuman and
virulent practice must stop. There
is only one way to end it completely
and finally; Beginning on Novem
ber 1, 1981, any person (defined as
one who still has body heat) seen
cutting in line at the D/C, even if
only caught mid-cut, will be imme
diately suspended from school. Sus
pension will range from three days
to inexorable expulsion, depending
on how many people one has
knocked down and trampled.
Only by strictly enforcing this
law and making examples of the
scoundrels we catch, will we be able
to make our cafeteria safe again. So
next time, think before you cut!

Letter to the
Editor
Year of Assassinations

Several assassination attempts
have been carried out this year; the
latest one on President Anwar Sa
dat proving to be successful. Is thi«
the year of assassinations? if so
what makes one a victim?
Obviously, Sadat's death was a
great loss to many, including the
United States. Had the attempts on
the Pope and to President Reagan
been successful, they too, would
have been a loss to the world.
We watch world events come and
go. What can we do? We cannot ig
nore the events of society or sit
back and consider ourselves unlike
ly victims of crime, violence, and
yes, assassination. The present gen
eration will rise and give birth to
the future country and world lead
ers. This is the time to think about
the future and to prepare ourselves
accordingly.
Thinking about our roles in socie
ty can be a little scary ... yes, but
God is always with those who seek
Him. He never fails those who trust
Him.
"The Lord Himself will lead you
and be with you. He will not fail you
or abandon you, so do not lose cour
age or be afraid." Deut. 31:8.
As we think about our future and
the future of the world, we shouldn't
stop pursuing our interests and
goals for fear; fear of failure, fear
of being victimized, or even fear of
being assassinated — Christ didn't.
Elizabeth Karonga

Dear. . .
Dear Ceasar,
I realize that you are quite busy
and that being a dictator is no easy
chore, but I have got a few issues to
bring up to you.
I'm sure that by now you have
heard the tragic news about the
death of one of the contemporary
world's greatest statesmen. I know
Julius, you were the greatest, but
this guy was not too bad, I mean if
international politics were played
like football, (and it truly seems
like they are at times), Anwar Sa
dat would have been the leading
quarterback of the league.
I've heard all about your backfield, the First Triumviruts or
something but your league was so
much smaller than today's, and you
guys always bickered over who
would carry the ball anyway.

I do have one question for you
Ceasar. (No it is not about the salad
named after you — this is serious!)
Why is it that people like you and
Sadat get killed by people you trust
so much? I can just hear Sadat say
ing, "Et tu military" just when the
firing started. I realize he may not
have known Latin, but have you
never heard of symbolism, surealism, or whatever that is?
At any rate, we have lost a fine
statesman, and you of all people
To minimize cultural shock, a ought to know, and understand our
social and schedule committee loss.
were formed to help new students.
Social activities planned for the
I can't let well enough alone, and
new year include opportunities for end here, I just have to mention
speaking in churches and classes, your literary work on Gaul. It is
having rap sessions, sharing with very well-written, especially con
host families during dinners, par sidering the poor conditions there,
ticipating in an international din and the fact that your house refused
ner, sight-seeing trips, and joining to sit still. I have the same problem
in some activities with internation with my car, and I know, you don't
al organizations of other colleges.
care to hear about it.
The multi-cultural center,
I suppose it is time to close
locked upstairs in the Student Union again, you are no doubt busy ap
is available for use by the fifty-four pointing members to the Senate. If
international students on campus you see Brutus or Cassius, watch
and the Black Cultural Society. It out for the pen they offer you, it
will soon be equipped with interna may well be a switchblade.
tional magazines and world news
Write back soon,
reports. Any suggestions as to what
But not another long one like the
magazines or how to decorate the
center are welcome. "We hope the Gallic War, it was much too bloody.
multi-cultural society will be effec
Thanks,
tive in enhancing the international
A reminiscent friend
students' needs," Dr. Tara Davis
said.

Multi-Cultural
Society Meets

Dr. Frances Ewbank

CLASSIFIEDS

Brandywine Ski Resort has fulltime jobs — inside or out — for men
or women who can drop out winter
quarter. Pay starts at $3.50 per
hour; can earn $2,000 before spring
quarter and save most of it. Free
sleeping quarters provided. Write
JanetRyker to Box 343, Northfield, OH 44067 and
Douglas McPhail tell us about yourself.
Steve Petruzzi
Keith Kamradt
Wendy Boalt
William Fry

The ECHO, Taylor University's weekly
news publication, is published on Friday's,
September to May, inclusive, except during
vacation periods and final examination weeks.
The Editor welcomes views from readers.
A letter to the editor column and guest sections
are provided for such. Sign and submit copy by
12 noon Monday at the Echo office. Names
withheld on request.

place because of Western ideas.
These changes are very different to
the normally conservative Egyp
tians, and contain a threat to a life
style that has a long tradition there.
Sadat seemed to pursue the West
ern Culture with a fervor, a fervor
that was opposed by some of the
radical groups while being ac
cepted by most.
The Vice-President is the ob
vious key to the very complex prob
lem of Egypt's future. Mubarrak
has a great task in front of him, yet
optimism prevails because of his
past experience. His reputation
with the military is impeccable. He
was a hero in the Egyptian Air
Force. He left that service as a high
ranking General, and is well-liked
by the military.
He also spent a great deal of
time as the Vice President. He has
been under the tutelage of Sadat for
over five years, and reports indi
cate that within a year he may well
have taken over anyway.
According to Dr. Hoffman, the
transition may be a peaceful one,
and Mubarrak may simply carry
out Sadat's policies. His attitude is
not so visionary as Sadat's, and this
attitude of caution may provide to
be his winning feature with the
Egyptian people. Mubarrak will
have to pursue policies at least a
little more cautiously, as the effec
tiveness of small radical groups is
no longer just a fear, but a fact.
The future of Egypt is not quite
as secure as it was on October 5, but
the situation is certainly nothing
like Iran in 1979.
Anwar Sadat will be remem
bered as a great statesman, with a
strong vision of peace — the world
will miss him.

Think Before You Cut

ICE A: Huh?
by Mindy Date
Why is the Indiana College En
glish Association important to you,
studying for your Freshman Com.
midterm. Don't those prof.s just
talk about what book they're going
to force you to read next, or about
the significance of dead poets to the
student of today? No!
On October 9, college and uni
versity English instructors from all
over Indiana met at Anderson Col
lege to discuss "Literacy and Liter
ature: Twin responsibilities of the
profession in the 1980's," the theme
of ICEA's annual meeting. The pur
pose of the Association is to provide
a chance for the teachers to "get to
know each other . . . discuss mutual
problems, and . . . exchange
ideas," according to the associa
tion's informational brochure,
which was largely compiled by

Egypt After Sadat
Scary but Stable

NOTICE!

STUDENTS-TELL
THE ADVERTISER
YOU SAW THEIR
AD IN THE ECHO.

by Elizabeth Karonga
International students showed
an enthusiastic response at the first
multi-cultural society meeting held
Thursday, Oct. 8.
Members discussed future meet
ings and activities and how to best
inform international students of the
available services offered to them
on campus. The meeting was an in
formal get-together held in the mul
ti-cultural center of the Student
Union.
International students will be
working with Ron Keller, Dean of
Admissions, with their affidavit
forms (1-20) and other legal docu
ments, according to Lowell Haines,
co-advisor.
Lowell said he will be handling
the alien cards that every interna
tional student needs to complete at
the beginning of each new year. Dr.
Tara Davis and Professor Tim
Kirkpatrick will be in charge of so
cial activities.

Senate Disbursement Resolution
by Penny E. James
The Student Senate of Taylor
University has passed a resolution
detailing guidelines and restric
tions for the disbursement of funds.
Any club or organization of Tay
lor U. wishing to receive funds must
submit the following information.
—the constitution, bylaws, rules,
regulations or other document that
governs the activities of the club or
organization.
—the past record of the group's
activities, including the average
number of attendees and the ex
penses of the activities. A brief
statement explaining how those ex
penses were met should also be in
cluded.
—plans for the coming year in
cluding both fund raising and nor
mal event activities, an estimation
of membership, and the projection

of the budget for the coming school
year.
The Senate reserves the right to
ask a representative of any club or
organization wishing to receive
funds to appear in person for any
reason deemed necessary by any
Senator.
Resident halls applying for
funds must submit a report from
the hall director listing activities
and expenses of each floor/wing
and any overall dorm activities It
is suggested that the PA's on each
floor/wing submit their floor/wing
activity information to the hall di
rector who after reviewing the in
formation can submit them to the
Senate. Any money designated for
the activities of resident halls will
be given to the hall director.
Floors/wings having activities

would clear their funds through
their hall director.
Any person representing Taylor
Uniersity at a convention and wish
es to receive funds must submit the
following information:
—A written statement con
taining what the participant feels is
important about the convention and
what will be the beneficial aspects
of the convention. Also included in
that report should be the length of
stay, distance from Taylor, and any
other information relating to the ex
pense of the trip. Upon returning,
the student must submit another
written statement on the signifi
cance of the trip and include the
receipts of things purchased.
The Senate reserves the right to
ask the person to appear before the
Senate for any reason deemed nec
essary by any Senator.

Ron Moore — The Asbury Radical

Dear Dr. Oliver..
Q. What

are shin splints and hotv do I know
if I have them? After being on a new exercise
program for a few weeks, my legs hurt on the
front, below the knee. Also, what can I do?

A. There are three muscles on
the front of the leg whose primary
function is to lift the foot upward
and straighten the toes. These mus
cles have a very tight covering that
is the cause of "shin splints." When
a muscle is used very vigorously
such as in running, it tends to swell.
Since these anterior tibial muscles
have a very tight cover this swell
ing causes pain. Cold packs or ice
over the shin area will help prevent
swelling. Proper form in runnin_
will also help. An effort should be
made to not lift the front of the foot
but simply let it carry thru while
running.
Q. I heard on the radio of a girl whose
head just "blew up." It's some kind of a dis
ease where children suddenly get sick and not
much can be done. Do you know what it
might be called?
A. There are two possible fairly
common problems that might be in
volved. The first would be a condi
tion known as hydocephalus. This is
either a congenital defect or a prob
lem acquired after a severe infec
tion that causes excessive fluid
accumulation around the brain.
There is no surgical procedure that
will usually correct the problem.
The other possibility is a congenital
weak area on one of the arteries in
side the head. These are known as
berry aneurisms and may rupture
causing severe bleeding into the
head. Since the skull is rigid, there
is no place for this blood to go and it
can cause severe pain, unconscious
ness and death. Sometimes these
aneurisms can be treated surgical
ly but sometimes there is no treat
ment available. Unfortunately
there is no way to find them until
they rupture.

Dr. James Oliver
Q. As a doctor', what

do you think is a
healthy, polite "Christian" way to visit those
in the hospitals. I always feel really uncom
fortable. My aunt is dying slowly of cancer
and our neighbor is in for pneumonia. I never
know what mood to expect. Sometimes they're
tired and I wish / would have just sent a card,
but other times they seem so lonely. Any ideas
Dr?

A. If the patient is in an intensive
care unit or during the first day or
two after major surgery any visit
should be very short — 5 minutes or
less. It is proper to show concern for
the patient and answer questions if
possible. Do not tell all the prob
lems and trials the patient is miss
ing at home. Later on during
convalescence or with the patient
with a chronic illness, the visits
should be longer — 10-15 minutes.
The visitor should show love and
concern for the patient and again
don't burden them with the prob
lems of home. Frequent short visits
are better than occasional pro
longed ones. It is always proper to
pray with the patient and read the
Bible. I know one pediatrician who
always prays with his patients —
whether they are normal new born
babies, or teenagers who are sick.
No one has ever refused him and
most come to expect it.

Business Times
Part I: Introductions

by Jay Caven
For the past few weeks, as I
have read through THE WALL
STREET JOURNAL, my BUSI
NESS WEEK magazine and a copy
of the ECHO, I had a distinct feeling
that there was a significant differ
ence between these three publica
tions.
Although I had trouble figuring
out what that difference was at
first, I soon realized that it was
mainly that the ECHO did not have
a lot of news about what is happen
ing in the business and financial
world.
I then thought about how many
-students at Taylor do not hear much
about what is going on out there in
the "real" world, especially in the
areas concerned with "the Consum
er Price Index," and the "Prime
Rate" for example.
So, in order to do something
about this, I took fate into my own
hands, as they say, and asked The
Echo editors if I could write a col•umn on current business topics. My
offer was accepted and I now have
my first job as a columnist.
My goal for this weekly column
is to present interesting, informa
tive, and possibly helpful items

which are within the scope of busi
ness.
A sample of the topics which I
hope to deal with during the course
of this column are: investment op
portunities and outlooks, the infla
tion dilemma, the coming plastic
money society, the Christian in the
financial arena, and methods on
how to budget money.
I also hope to bring in "wise"
verbages and words of wisdom,
such as those which follow, from
my friends on Wall Street. They re
cently told me that, "An economist
is an accountant without a personal
ity." Fortunately, I have my
friend's address should anyone ever
object to or wish to refute their in
sightful comments (as I often do
myself).
In closing this first edition of
"Business Times," I would like to
invite you to comment or make sug
gestions on what you would like to
see in the future in the column. You
can send your comments and ideas
to me at Business Times c/o The
ECHO.
I am looking forward to writing
for you and hearing your responses
as the year progresses.

collegiate crossword

by Nate Burcham
Last Wednesday night I had the
privilege of talking to Ron Moore
after his concert. The concert itself
was entertaining and his music was
very good. His style was mainly
folk/rock with some novelty songs
thrown in. He was humerous, hum
ble, and certainly a minister of the
gospel of Jesus Christ. His laidback attitude was refreshing, in
deed.
As I started my conversation
with Ron, I noticed right away that
he was not the run-of-the mill Joe
Christian singer. He has some deep
convictions that I thought were par
ticularly interesting. He feels that
communicating the gospel in a
practical and understandable way
through artistic and poetic lyrics is
one of his main goals as a minister/
musician. The lyrics must convey a
message.
His tastes in music range from
classical to Fleetwood Mac to

Bruce Cockburn. I asked him about
the Contemporary Christian Music
Industry. I must admit I was quite
shocked at his response. He feels
that today's CCM artists are just
taking what the world has already
made popular and capitalized on it.
All along in history the Church has
set its own trends in the arts. Why
should we copy the world? Are we
called to conform to the world? We
must constantly deal with these
questions.
Overall, Ron really liked Taylor
and expressed that we are quite
blessed to be able to live in this
Christian community, having
fellowship and sharing each other's
burdens.
If you would like to correspond
with Ron, I have his address (as
\ many others on campus). I am sure
he would enjoy hearing from us.
Next time: Dan Peek: America
to CCM

Career Corner

"College, Job and the Whole Person"
This isn't the final word on col
lege and jobs. It's an attempt to an
swer questions a great many people
are asking — to answer them intelli
gently and, hopefully, with God's
perspective.
Dear Career Counselor:
HELP ME!! This spring I antic
ipate interviewing for a summer
job. I also realize that as graduatior
approaches, I will be interviewing
for a permanent position. As I have
never formally interviewed before
I am scared to death. I know absolu
tely nothing about interviewing
Please help me.
Signed,
Up a Creek

Dear Up a Creek:
Do not fret over this problem. In
deed, the prospect of interviewing
can be a frightening thought — all
those questions in a stiff, formal
setting. However, once again Ca

actual interview will be more
realistic.
Secondly, mock interviewing
will provide you with practice. The
more practice you have, the more
you will be able to perfect the nec
essary skills involved in interview
ing.
Thirdly, because the mock inter
view is videotaped, you are then
able to view yourself. Self-assess
ment of such things as kinds of an
swers given, vocabulary used, tone
of vice, body position and facial ex
pressions is necessary and helpful
to guide you. Many times we are
shocked by what we observe about
ourselves and our personal man
nerisms when viewed on videotape.
This is one means of becoming
aware of undesirable characteris
tics and strengthening those which
are appropriate.
Lastly,
mock
interviewing
builds confidence. Because you

gain a sense of what a real inter
view is like, because you can prac
tice and because you can develop
strengths and weaknesses, you will
be better prepared and informed
for interviewing. This will result in
feelings of confidence and pre
paredness, both major factors con
tributing to success in an interview.
If you are planning to continue
your education after Taylor,' you
may be required to have an inter
view to enter that particular institu
tion. The mock interview, although
geared toward employment, would
be beneficial to you also. The actual
content would be irrelevant to your
situation; however, you too would
gain practice, self-assessment and
confidence.

end, he is leading a trip to the Smo
ky Mountains to go climbing also.
In the latter part of November, a
third group will go to the nothern
section of Michigan and to southern
Canada. The students involved with
this trip will learn to camp in snowy
areas and will cross-country ski.

safety, then there should not be ma
jor problems. Statistically, it is
safer than intramural Softball if the
right techniques are established in
the classroom," he added.
Although he is busy teaching
survival, Davis also teaches a ca
reer planning course.
Previously, he was a social
worker who developed educational
programs for minorities, a re
searcher and missionary in Africa,
and a personnel manager for a cor
poration.

reer Planning and Placement has
just what you need. A workshop on
interviewing skills will be given in
the spring. If you would like to have
the workshop sooner, there is a vi
deotape from the last workshop
given on interviewing. You may
view this videotape by setting up an
appointment with Tom Davis.
A further opportunity which is
available is that of a mock inter
view on videotape. In conjunction
with the TV studio, we are able to
set up a mock interview situation in
which Tom Davis and the student
play the roles of the interviewer and
interviewee respectively. The inter
view is then videotaped. This has
several benefits. It gives you a
sense of what a real interview situa
tion is like. You will know what
kinds of things take place and the
kinds of questions asked. Your ex
pectations and preparation for an

Tom Davis — Backpacking

by Jennifer Brooks
Despite the fact that his canoe
tipped over in water of 39 degrees,
he slipped from a steep cliff onto a
tree limb, has been invaded by griz
zly bears at his camp sites, was in a
forest fire, and came upon three
rather hungry lions feasting upon
cattle, Tom Davis continues to
camp and backpack.
"I don't get frightened even
when I am alone or just with my dog
because I love the outdoors. I often
run into other people who are out to
enjoy nature and I have never met
anyone yet who I couldn't feel a
kinship to," Davis remarked.
The adventurer first began his
backpacking with his father. "My
entire family liked the outdoors, so
by taking trips I was drawn to it,"
he commented. He was unable to
keep up the camping in college be-

cause of studies and involvement
with sports. After he was married,
he looked for an activity that both
he and his wife could do together.
Finally, they decided on exploring
the outdoors.
Not only has his wife been in
volved, but some of Davis' students
as well. He instructs a backpacking
course and directs an independent
study program in advanced back
packing.
Those students in the advanced
program will take a trip in the lat
ter part of the semester. The expetition will involve group leadership
and advanced survival skills.
The backpacking class has a
choice of three trips offered to the
students. The first took place Sep
tember 25-27. Several of his stu
dents ventured to Shawnee National
Park to repel and climb. This week

by Wendy Priebe
Last weekend the Wandering
Wheels staff and 55 students set out
to explore over 100 miles of Indiana
backroads. The group traveled as
far as Lagro, Indiana where they
spent their second night.

One of the highlights of the week
end was participating through sing
ing and sharing in the church
service at Lagro United Methodist
Church. "I felt the kids created a
blessing for the Lagro community,"
said founder and director of Wan
dering Wheels, Bob Davenport.
For many, including myself, it
was a first experience with Wheels.
We came back excited, but also
with plenty of sore muscles and
bruised rear ends! "I'm surprised
my legs made it," said Susan Richey, '84, laughingly. "For awhile
there, I thought I wasn't going to."
The popular response to how
much everyone enjoyed the week
end was, "It was great!" All would
agree — it was a very "special"
weekend.

Fall Classic '81

Cafe Encore
Downtown Upland

Daily Specials
Pizzas - Subs - Stroms
'Meet your Friends Here!'

"I like these type of trips. It has
always been rewarding to see these
kids go; worrying about making it
through and then returning with a
positive exposure," Davis said. "I
am happy if I can aid in the opportu
nity to use God's classroom to test
their skills against those of nature,"
the teacher continued.
One might wonder how safe it is
to take a group of unexperienced
kids into the wilderness for a week
end. Davis commented, "If I am
able to teach the correct rules of

by Tammy Hinman
Greater Horizons is a new or
ganization open to students, fac
ulty, and staff who are interested in
outdoor recreation. "The purpose of
the organization is to use outdoor
recreation as a means to develop
social relationships and education
related to learning skills. The va
rious activities are good opportuni
ties for spiritual growth and
fellowship with others. The activ
ities help people to learn new skills
and develop ones they already
have," commented advisor, Tom
Davis.
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1 Unvarying
~ 8 Court of wills,
estates, etc.
15 Pope's foreign
representatives
T6 Heard confessions
17 Small freshwater
- fishes
18 Surrounded by ocean
19 Some summer
.£0 By birth
21
Aviv
•22 "
Blue?"
-23 Bellicose deity
25 Hoosegow or clink
5 6 Let one's hair down
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32 Prong
33 Bad place for a
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Certainly
Mr. Wallach
Poles apart (abbr.)
Word on a bill
Meet a poker
bet
Drury's "Come
Come Tyre"
As a whole (2 wds.)
Bob Hope's birth
place
Preservative in
meats
Purifies seawater
"Ambition should be
made of
stuff"

11 Edna Ferber's "So
II

12
13
14
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25
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28
29

Flying
Anode or cathode
Whole
Glides along
"The Bells of
"
Witching hour
Be honest with
"...done this with
live girl"
30 Novelist — Cather
31 Popeye, for one
34 Unembellished
36 Infuriated
37 Eagle-beaked
38 Shop refuse
DOWN
39 Migrator to, 13-Down
45 Where Longhorns
Gain affection
play
Domino with four
46 Fashion
spots
47 Wee Willie or Ruby
Prepare film for
51 White House office
splicing
52 Held in
Pretense
53 Graduate school
Tres
output
Knowledge
54 Rackets
est percipi
55 Part of BTU
Attention-getter
56 Suffix for kitchen
Former South Korean 59 High note
leader
61 Former Boston Bruin
Mr. Roberts
star
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Davis attended New Mexico
Highland University for a while and
finished that degree at Taylor. He
did graduate work at Indiana Uni
versity and the University of Michi
gan, received a masters degree
from Ball State University, and
went to a Bible school in Oregon.
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Already this year Greater Hori
zons has sponsored a white watei
rafting trip and an overnight cy
cling trip associated with Wan
dering Wheels. The organizatior
plans to go backpacking, rock
climbing, repeling, sailing, and ski
ing.
Jim Ogborne is the chairman ol
Greater Horizons. Tim Cullison,
Bev Linquist, Karen Haegeland,
and John Jacobson are the officers
who were elected by the other mem
bers of the group.
Membership fees are $15.00 for a
year and $7.50 per semester. The
money goes toward buying equip
ment and bringing in special speak
ers and movies. It isn't necessary to
be a member to go on the trips but
the cost is cheaper for the mem
bers.
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Please take advantage of this op
portunity by calling the Career
Planning and Placement Office at
Ext. 446.
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Behind The Scenes

Part 2 of a Series

by Kris Wilson
In the previous article of this se simply spring up from nowhere, nor
ries, our story of the process of Tay do elves sneak in during the night
lor theatre production was about to and build it. The finished product is
begin preparation for the produc the result of the hard work and com
tion.
bined efforts of many people.
After the cast is chosen, the long
The set originates as an idea in
process of rehearsal begins. The the mind of the director. Because
first step in the rehearsal process is every stage is different, no two sets
blocking. In simple terms, blocking are exactly alike for the same play.
is figuring out where to go on stage The director designs the set with
and when. This can be a long and the individual stage in mind, de
tedious process due to the fact that signing it to make the best use of
often several different movements what the stage has to offer.
must be experimented with in order
The set is constructed by the set
to develop the sequence of committee, one of several commit
movements which will work the tees in charge of various aspects of
most smoothly. Once the actors the production. Committees are not
have learned their movements, limited, elitest groups and are open
they can more fully concentrate on to anyone wishing to participate.
perfecting their characters.
Frequently members of the drama
Although the actors are ex section of the Fine Arts classes par
tremely important to the play, a ticipate in set construction.
sense of emptiness would surely re
Plays are by all means student
sult if they had not set on which to productions in the fullest sense of
perform. The set of a play does not the word, they are occasionally

even directed by students, such as
last year's production of SEE HOW
THEY RUN, directed by senior
CTA major, Jim Rapson, and the
present production, TEN LITTLE
INDIANS, directed by Doug Oliver,
also a senior CTA major.
Other means of student involve
ment include lighting and prop
erties committees. Taylor's student
lighting experts follow the direc
tor's instructions in placing the
many lights in a formation which
will produce optimum effect. To
many people, how anyone could
make sense out of that mass of
lights is a wonder. But Taylor is
blessed with experts who can do
wonders with the lights with which
they work. They must aim for the
best effect for the stage as a whole
while using lights which do specific
things in themselves.
Another important part of the
set is in the form of properties, af

Gina Mahr — Trip to Haiti
by Leslie Dungan
Gina Mahr, a junior AccountingSystems major at Taylor had the
opportunity of sharing her faith
with children of Haiti for two weeks
this past summer. Ten adults and
twenty other students were also
sent to Internation located in Muncie, Indiana. With the assistance of
Pastor William Hill, Gina sent out
prayer letters and raised the finan
cial support she needed. She wanted
the experience of living and being
involved in a mission field of anoth
er country.
As Gina described the people
and country of Haiti, she presented
a general picture of either extreme
poverty or extreme wealth. Along
with the oppressive poverty is an
avid hunger for the Word of God.
Every day the tiny church where
Gina taught Bible school, was
packed with 200 to 300 people some
times sitting three people deep. As
a "white person," Gina felt ac
cepted with love and sensed their
eagerness to learn especially from
the children she taught. Her great
est delight was to hear the children
sing loud and beautiful with uninhi
bited praise. It was a refreshing
change from the apathy sometimes
shown in the United States.
It was difficult for Gina to deci
pher the family structure in Haiti.
As soon as children are old enough
they are sent out to beg. Gina feels

Vera discovers that you can't trust anyone as General MacKenzie announces
''We're all going to die!" — which about sums up the state of affairs in TEN
LITTLE INDIANS. The play begins this evening, with additional perfor
mances scheduled for October 17 and 21-24. Tickets are available at the CTA.
box office. Pictured are Lori Miller and Kurt Bullock.

Seven Taylor Students
in Cardinal Society
Seven Taylor students have been
nominated to the Indiana Cardinal
Society. The Cardinal Society is a
prestigious business-sponsored or
ganization which exists to encour
age study and discussion of fiscal
affairs in government.
Membership into the society is
both selective and competitive. It is
a very honored organization in the
eyes of the business community,
and a fine achievement for all nomi
nees through out the state of India
na. The inductees from Taylor
include David R. Collette, Allen W.
Meier, Mark J. Ferraro, Jay R.
Caven, Molly Moody, Colleen Tonn,
and M. Randall Jones. Only two uni
versities in the state placed more

that many times the main motive
for having children is so that they
can someday learn to beg. Some
women would even "rent" children
to beg for them.
There are no jobs in Haiti except
for the very rich who live in the
mountains away from the poverty.
The people set up little stands to sell
the goods they have made. The av
erage annual income for a Haitian
is fifty dollars. Since Haitians must
pay for their education, a low per
centage of the people are educated
past grade school.
Haitian people speak a mixture
of Spanish and French called Cre
ole. Gina felt the most effective tool
she had in overcoming this lan
guage barrier was showing the peo
ple love and respect. It was hard for
Gina to see these people in their
hopeless poverty. "Despite their
state of poverty" Gina said, the
Haitian people are happy and al
ways smiling.
The Christian Haitians take re
sponsibility for their spiritual
growth for one year. Gina felt this
was crucial in the survival of their
faith.
This experience in Haiti helped
Gina to realize that there are just as
many physically and spiritually
starving people in her own commu
nity and everywhere in the United
States. She believes wherever she
is, that's her mission field.

students than Taylor. These were
Indiana University (Bloomington),
and Purdue University, each placed
eight students.
The nominees from Taylor will
attend a recognition banquet in In
dianapolis on October 23. The guest
speaker will be June Wanniski, one
of President Reagan's economic,
strategists. She will speak on "Reaganomics: From Wall Street Jour
nal; Kemp-Roth Proposal, to
Capitol Hill." She will be giving an
up-to-date report on the President's
economic policy and its current pro
gress.
Taylor has every reason to be
proud of its nominees to the com
"It's a common misconception
mittee, and of the honor brought to
The trick, of course, is finding
that scholarships are only awarded out about those and other kinds of
Taylor by them.
on the basis of financial need or aids. Cassidy advises students to
grades alone," says Daniel Cassi- make use of all local scholarship
dy, president of the National Schol reference sources.
arship Research Service.
"Start with your financial aid of
Cassidy, founder of the two- fice, then your instructors and local
year-old company that uses com clubs and business organizations.
puters to provide college students These people generally know
with individualized lists of grant what's going on in the community,"
sources, did quite a bit of schol says Cassidy.
arship sleuthing for himself while
His company, National Schol
he was in college. "I was able to at arship Research Service (NSRS),
tend the University of San Francis assists graduate and undergrad
co and Yale and $20,000 in grants," uate students in locating schol
positions open for vocalists, brass, said Cassidy, "but even with that
rhythm, woodwind, and string play much money, I still had to sell my arship sources in their field of
interest. Of the $1 billion in educa
ers for the summer.
car to finish."
tional assistance offered last year
Of special interest to instrumen
$135
million went unclaimed.
talists will be the 40-piece Continen
In fact, there were — and are —
tal Orchestra, traveling with a all kinds of scholarships available. "Most," said Cassidy "simply be
cause people didn't know who was
smaller professional group, and two For example:
offering it."
20-piece Continental Brass tours
—A Seattle judge set up a schol
NSRS charges a $35 processing
(horns and saxes), which travel arship for reformed prostitutes.
fee for its research services. Cassi
with a 20-voice choir.
—A Pennsylvania college offers
"The auditions are simple and four scholarships to needy left dy says that an applicant generally
receives from 30 to 50 scholarship
should last only a few minutes," handers.
sources on their printout, along
says Mr. Streder. "Vocalists will be
—The University of Arizona has with additional listings of organiza
required to sing one gospel solo of scholarships for rodeo riders.
tions that have further information
their choice; instrumentalists will
—A Texas foundation offers on the applicant's career fields. The
need to play one prepared piece and scholarships of up to $2500 to help
service's mailing address is: Box
do some easy sightreading."
foster better relations between the 2516 San Rafael, California 94901, or
Individuals who are accepted as citizens of the Lone Star State and
NSRS can be contacted by calling
Continentals are required to raise the people of Sweden.
(415) 459-3323.
support totaling approximately half
Continental
Sing
the total tour cost.
ers meets the remaining expenses
through offerings and record sales
while on the road.
Football Mum Corsages
For additional information, call
$2.50
Patty Vander Schaaf at 998-7029 or
write: Continental Singers, P.O.
Carnations 2 for $1.00
Box 1996, Thousand Oaks, Califor
nia 91360.
All Houseplants

Scholarships
Not Just for "Brains"

Continental Singers
and
Orchestra Auditions
Vocal and instrumental audi
tions for the internationally-known
Continental Singers and Orchestera
will be held Thursday, Oct. 22, from
3:00 to 5:00 p.m. and from 6:00 to
8:00 p.m. in the Science Building,
room SL103, at Taylor University.
A1 Streder, Associate Talent Di
rector for Continental Singers, a
non-profit, Christian organization
with offices in Los Angeles and
Great Britain, will be conducting
the auditions. Persons between the
ages of 16 and 25 are eligible.
Continental Singers perform
during the summer months, with a
10-day rehearsal camp beginning
on June 7th. Concerts are given
nightly, with fifteen Continental
groups involving over 550 young
people traveling extensively
throughout the United States and
Canada, 20 European countries, 8
Latin American countries, Austra
lia and New Zealand, Israel and the
Far East, including the People's
Republic of China.
Auditions are being taken for the
1982 and 1983 summer tours, with

fectionately known to those in
theatre circles as "props." It is the
responsibility of the props commit
tee to provide all the necessary
props for the play.
This can be a difficult job, and
people sometimes have to "beg,
borrow, and steal" (so to speak) to
come up with all the necessary
items. During last year's produc
tion of THE MIRACLE WORKER,
one of the props personnel had to
prepare beforehand the food that
was used for the meal scenes for ev
ery performance.
During the week's preceeding
the performance, everything must
be put in order. As well as rehears
al, lighting, stage, and prop prepa
ration, any sound effects must be
pre-recorded and costumes must be
fitted and prepared.
In the final article of this series,
last-minute preparations and pro
duction itself will be discussed.

(Photo by Mark Hofinga)

Taylor junior Gina Mahr.

ILIUM Update
The yearbook staff is already
hard at work preparing for the 198182 ILIUM. According to Kirby
Bradley, the Editor of the ILIUM,
the progress so far has been satis
factory, and the coming weeks will
be even more eventful.
Senior pictures will be taken No
vember 2-6 in the Dining Commons
between 8:30 a.m. and 5 p.m. There
will be no charge for the pictures to
be used in the yearbook, and a price
list for student copies will be pro
vided through the mail. The pic
tures for student teachers will be
taken on Saturday, Nov. 14.

The yearbook staff, according to
Bradley, is also planning a faculty^
and senior questionaire, to be deliv
ered later in the semester. The pur
pose of this is to allow more input
from the faculty and senior class.
They also hope to get more student
opinion on pertinent topics into this
year's ILIUM by polls and inter
views concerning those things that
directly effect the student body.
Although the semester is not half
over, the year not even one fourth
over, the ILIUM staff is working to
make this year's yearbook one
worth remembering.

Homecoming '81 Presents

Andrus/Blackwood
and Company

Upland Greenhouse

Half Price
*+4

Taylor _ Alumni

Upland Evangelical
Mennonite Church

Oct. 16, 17, 18
1-7 p.m. or by appointment

I<

<I

Would you like to retire in Upland?
We have just completed a new home at 1509 University Blvd.
Fully carpeted and decorated
Ready to move in!
Maintenance free exteriorminimal lawn care
;; Atrium with skylight and ceramic tile floor. Great room with formal dining I;
area — opens to covered patio. Master bedroom suite with sliding mirror
;» and double vanities. Dinette adjoining kitchen is pantry. Large utility

ir°°m
|

Virgil C. Corll
998-2549 or 998-7454

Worship Services
8:30
9:40
11:00
Sunday School 9:45
Evening Service at 6:00

Evening Service Guest
Stan Nussbaum
Missionary to Le Sotho
Bus will be stopping at
Health Center Entrance:
8:15

9:30

10:45

Morris Hall Entrance:
8:20

9:30

10:50

Bus will return after service
++1 <

Friday, October 16, 19f

Taylor University 8:00 p.m
Rediger Chapel Auditoriun

i i
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Former Imperial
Russ Taff
Makes His Own Kind of Music
Contemporary Christian Music Magazine Sept. 1981

Russ Taff, is no longer an Impe
rial, but his presence in contempo
rary Christian music has not in the
least dimmed.
Much of the credit for the im
mense popularity and commercial
appeal imbued in the Imp's recent
album release, Priority, must be
doubly credited to Taff's artistic
impetus and cohort Michael Omartian's technicial expertise. And
now, as Taff plans his first solo re
cording for a major gospel label
(also to be produced by Omartian),
one expects his tidal wave populari
ty as lead tenor for the 17-year-old
gospel group to continue.
The rock idioms incorporated in
Priority are a first language for
Taff who grew up immersed in West
Coast rock and black gospel. A
"contemporary rock'n'roll back
ground," he calls it.
A pastor's son, he grew up in a

Pentecostal church in Farmerville,
just outside of Fresno, Calif. His
mother's favorite was Mahalia
Jackson. Black music, says Taff, is
"in his veins," and his church mu
sic was "Jesus rock music."
So why did he join the Imperials,
well-known southern gospellers?
And why did he leave at what
seemed to be the height of the
group's popularity?
"When I first joined the Imperi
als, Armand and Jim knew that it
wasn't a permanent place for me,
but they said we'd work together as
long as we can." But, says Taft,
when he left home he was called "to
do what I'm doing now."
Taff says that "there is no com
petition between himself and the
Imperials. But, he adds, "I can't be
an Imperial. I'm me."
The upcoming solo album, to be
released on Myrrh sometime dur

ing the first quarter of 1982, is not
Taff's first as an individual artist.
During the mid-Seventies, Shalom
. Records made use of his vocal
prowess on an album entitled Yahweh, released without artists' cred
its.
The new album will revolve
around the theme, "prepare my
people for my return."
"That's one thing I want to
sound the loudest," says Taff,
"Let's get ready for the Lord's re
turn."
The album will include songs
written by Russ Taff, his wife Tori,
and Michael and Stormie Omar
tian, as well as some tunes co-au
thored by James Holihand, former
guitarist for the Imperials. It will
feature "four pickers" besides Taff
who says he "thinks we're going to
capture a lot more energy" than is
commonly seen in contemporary

Christian music. In addition to pro
ducer Michael Omartian, who will,
no doubt, throw in his expertise at
snythesizer and keyboards, players
will include pianist Chuck Dodson,
drummer Mark Hammond, guitar
ist James Hollihand and bass play
er Richard Hopkins.
"I see myself involved more and
more in the ministry of encourage
ment, exhorting and uplifting,"
says Taff.
"The Imperials did more for me
than anyone I've ever known," he
says. "Armand was a father and a
teacher. He was quite an influence
in my life. He has been in gospel
music for 34 years and he was able
to guide me and teach me things
that it would have taken me a long,
long time to learn on my own. But
that's how God would have it, that
by listening to our elders we can
learn a great deal we can't on our
own."

Inauguration Update
by Tammy Hinman

Mark Friday, November 6 on
your calendar — it's a date you
won't want to miss. An historical
moment for past, present, and fu
ture members of the Taylor Com
munity is happening on that day;
the Inauguration of Taylor Univer
sity's twenty-seventh president, Dr.
Gregg O. Lehman.
The event, beginning at 9:45
a.m. in the Don Odle Gymnasium,
will open with music by the Taylor
Chorale. Scbtt Cox, the Student
Body President will give the first
greeting. A Senior member of the
faculty, Dr. Elmer Nussbaum will
follow with a greeting. Dr. James
Turhumbe, President of the Nation

tussell Taff
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Orson Welles'

al Alumni Council, will speak on be
half of the Alumni. An Upland
resident and Grant County Judge,
Mr. John P. Porter, will represent
the community in his greeting. Con
gressman Elwood H. Hillis is hop
ing to speak 'as a national
representative. A few other partici
pants in the Inaugural Greeting will
be named at a later date.
Prominent spokesmen will deliv
er the Order of Installation and
Commissioning to Christian higher
education and world service. Dr.
Lehman will present the Inaugural
Address.
A luncheon for the Delegates will
be held in the Banquet Room of the
Dining Commons following the In
auguration.

A large turnout is expected for
the colorful event. Delegates rep
resenting various colleges and uni
versities along with learned
societies and professional organiza
tions are among the distinguished
guests. Many of the Lehmans' fami
ly and friends from Berne, Ind. will
be attending the event. Classes on
that day will be shortened by ten
minutes and the time block from
9:45 to 11:15 a.m. will be open so
faculty and students will be able to
attend.
The Pre-Inaugural Celebration
will begin on Thursday, November
5 at 7:30 p.m., in the Chapel/Audito
rium. Dr. Hoffman, a famous and
exceptional speaker, will be fea
tured at the Convocation. He is well-

known for his long association with
the Voice of Radio Lutheran Hour.
Music will be presented by the
Male Chorus of the First Mennonite
Church of Berne, Ind.
An informal reception at the
Dining Commons will be held fol
lowing the Convocation.
The University Committee joint
ly chaired by Betty Freese and Will
Cleveland is responsible for plan
ning the event. Dr. Anglin is the
chairman for events on Thursday
and Dr. Fry is in charge of the event
on Friday. Dr. Kroecker is respon
sible for the musical arrangements.
Many other professors are heading
various committees to make the
event a success.

Taylor Graduate's Article
in Christianity Today
by Leslie Dungan

Tom McCabe, a 1979 graduate of
Taylor, has successfully achieved a
publication in the October 2,1981 is
sue of Christianity Today.
Tom was a political science ma
jor at Taylor and was involved in
Student Government as a Senator.
Upon graduating in January of 1979,
Tom was employed by a govern
ment relations firm of Louis C.
Kramp and Associates in Washing
ton, D.C. He remained employed
there until he returned to South
Bend, Indiana for further educa
tion.
After spending a year in South
Bend, Tom and his wife Rhonda

(Geisler) also a former Taylor stu
dent, moved to Washington, D.C. in
February of 1981. Tom returned to
Louis C. Kramp and Associates as a
policy analyst.
In his article entitled "Reagan's
Budget Cuts Challenge the
Church," Tom emphasizes the re
sponsibility of the church to provide
for the poor. President Reagan's
budget cuts have resulted in a new
awareness of those previously de
pendent on aid from the govern
ment. Tom listed scriptures that
give clear instructions to the
Church in regard to the underprivi
leged members of society. He refers to the early church (Acts 4:32-

37; 6:1-7) as an example of the lost
art of giving. The church in recent
past, has let the government take
over the task of social service which
is actually a spiritual ministry.
Tom states that in this time of eco
nomic changes the church has been
given the chance to stop out and fill
in the gaps left by Reagan's budget
cuts. It is crucial that the church be
aware of this opportunity. It is a sit
uation that asks for much individu
al sacrifice of Christians. It is time
for the church to give to the point of
total financial dependency.
I appreciate Tom McCabe's
strong stand as a Christian in the
political world where Christianity
can so easily be misunderstood.

Retailing Class
Goes to
Ft. W a y n e
Assistant
Professor
Stan
Rotruck's retailing class journeyed
to Fort Wayne recently to see first
hand retail business in action at
Glenbrook Mall.
Before the stores opened, Asst.
Prof. Rotruck explained the mall
layout and reviewed textual prin
ciples students were to look for.
Students then broke up into
small groups or individually to look
at and compare the myriad of retail
establishments.
Dr. Frederick B. Shulze

Dr. Shulze Gives Recital

The Taylor University Brass
Sextet will join Dr. Frederick B.
Shulze in performances of "Grand
Processional" by Martin Shaw and
"Three Movements for Organ and
Brass" by Vaclav Nelhybel at Dr.
Shulze's faculty organ recital to be
given on Tuesday, October 20, 1981
at 8:15 p.m. in the Milo A. Rediger

Chapel/Auditorium.
The program will also feati
works by J. S. Bach, Robert Wa
and Jean Langlais and will c
elude with the exciting "Pageai
by Leo Sowerby.
The program is free of adir
sion charge and is open to the pi
lie.

An accompanying assignment
required that each student choose
the most impressive store and write
a paper on factors such as store lay
out, consumer ease, interior design,
and age of clientele.
The purpose of the trip was "to
integrate textual principles with the
reality of today's retail market,"
according to Rotruck.

United Methodist Church Miller Laundromat
Sunday School

9:30 a.m.

This Week's Sermon Title

"Celebration"

Bishops Marvin Stuart and Ralph Dodge will be sharing dur
ing Sunday School and the worship hour. A reception honoring
them and the class of '31 will be held at 9:30.

Weekly Service 10:30 a.m.
Van Pickup:

cfPec/nesdcuf,
6>:f6 6/J,

' °
r 0

Sunday School 9:15-9:25
Church Service 10:15-10:25
Van will stop at all dorms

Open 24 hours a day
Attendant on duty
M, T, Th, F 8 a.m. -1 p.m.
Wed. 5 p.m. - 7 p.m.
Sat. 8 a.m. - 12 p.m.

Washers 60*
Dryers 25*
Dry cleaning
8 lbs. for $5.00
Drop-pickup laundry
$1.50 per load
Shopping Center

IPage 6

Sports
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Wilmington Nips Trojans
on 4th Quarter FG

The
Taylor
offensive
attack 111
in action
"
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Trojan Netters Blast Anderson,
Take Conference Title Again
bv Jan Perry
by
Perrv
Taylor University's tennis team
won eight of nine matches in the fi
nal round last Saturday and
smashed and Anderson bid to end
the Taylor HBCC rein by besting
the Ravens on their home courts 25
to 16.
"The guys just played great and
accepted the challenge from Ander
son College, who drew opposite
brackets from the Trojans in the
HBCC tourney. We were only two
points ahead after Friday's round
but the guys simply won everything
the final day," stated head coach
Larry Winterholter.
Trojan, Buster Behr bested An
derson's Joe Ruch, who had earlier
won 34 consecutive dual meet
matches, for the second time of the
week, 4-6, 6-3, 6-3, in the No. 2 singles finals. Number three Phil Nor

'

ton won over Manchester's Randy
James 7-6, 6-3, and No. 4 Dave An
derson downed Anderson's Wilson,
6-1, 6-3. Mark Levesque, Taylor's
No. 5 singles seed beat Anderson's
Chris Robinson, 6-0, 7-6, and No. 6
Dave Shrock defeated Hanover's
Eric Beier, 6-4, 6-3.
Taylor's doubles players were
nearly as successful, as the No. 1
doubles team of John Rexroth and
Buster Behr defeated the NAIA Dis
trict 21 championship team of Linder and Ruch of Anderson 7-6, 6-2.
Norton and Levesque also bested
Anderson's No. 2 doubles team of
Robinson and Wilson by a 6-7, 6-1, 61 score while Trojans Anderson and
Shrock teamed up in the No. 3 dou
bles bracket to defeat the Raven
duo of Giener and Downey 6-3, 6-2.
Reflecting on the season, Coach

EXTRA INNINGS
by Jan Perry
Homecoming is always a special points and they felt they would fi
affair here at Taylor and this year nally beat Taylor in the conference
should be no different. The welcome tourney.
mat will once again be rolled out for
But such was not the case and
the Taylor alumni and the football the seniors John Rexroth, Buster
contest against Manchester College Behr and Dave Shrock were one
should end on a better note than last a g a i n a p a r t o f a H B C C
year's homecoming loss to Findlay, championship tennis team. The tra
which many of us remember as the dition rolls on, and the netters will
Snow Bowl."
represent the district as well in the
Seeing old friends return is al NAIA Nationals next June.
ways a pleasant experience, and
This year's cross country team
hearing the results of the cross is truly an awesome bunch, and a
country team and tennis team will high finish in the remaining meets
once again satisfy the Trojan alum is expected from the harriers once
ni, as these two sports are virtually again.
owned" by Taylor in the HBCC
Last Friday's meet at Purdue
and District 21.
might have ended in a different
But the real difference this year manner if Taylor would have had
is in Sam Sample's football pro the services of a healthy Jay Red
gram, as Taylor finds itself in con ding. Jay has been battling a terri
tention for a playoff berth. A chance ble cold and it was decided before
to win the conference was dimmed the race that a period of rest would
last week against Wilmington when help him more than a grueling 5the Trojans dropped a heart-break mile race.
er to the Quakers 18-16. But four
Balance is the key to any suc
Taylor wins in a row would allow cessful cross country team, and
the other HBCC teams to worry Coach Glass seems to bring out a
about who will finish 1st in 1981, and ton of talent in any runner that sets
a playoff berth might be in the foot on the Taylor campus.
wings if the Trojans can put it all
The Taylor basketball team has
together.
begun its running program and a
The Taylor netters really did a few aches and pains are sure to be
number of Anderson College last felt when Coach Paul Patterson
weekend, settling the question of starts drilling his players indoors.
who was to be the HBCC champ by This season should be a good one
drilling the host, Ravens, in the fi with a healthy Mark Wright and an
nals. When a team defeats its near influx of talented freshmen to add
est challenger in six of the nine final to the super group of sophomores
spots in the final round, there is that played last year.
little doubt left as to who is the best.
In closing, I'll wish a warm wel
Trojan coach Larry Winterholt come to our visitors this weekend
er stated that the final round was and hope the students will make
really "unbelievable" as the Taylor this 1981 homecoming a very spe
men just flat out took it to Ander cial one for those alumni returning
son. The Ravens started the day to see old friends and "Taylor fami
(Saturday) trailing Taylor by 2 ly."
HBCC Tennis Tourney
Defiance
0-3
0-4
Taylor 25
Bluffton
0-4
0-5
Anderson 16
Last Week's Scores
Tennis Statistics in HBCC Tourney # 4 Anderson 47, Manchester 14
Singles Action
# 9 Findlay 51, Earlham 12
2. Behr over Ruch (a) 4-6, 6-3, 6-3. #13 Hanover 31, Bluffton 7
3. Norton over James (M) 7-6, 6-3.
Wilmington 18, Taylor 16
4. Anderson over Wilson (A) 6-1, 6- HBCC Football Action This Week
3.
Findlay at Anderson
5. Levesque over Robinson (A) 6-0, Wilmington at Hanover
7-6.
Manchester at Taylor
6. Shrock over Beier (H) 6-4, 6-3.
Bluffton at Defiance
Doubles Action
Principia at Earlham
1. Rexroth — Behr over Linder — Cross Country Purdue Invitational
Ruch (A) 7-6, 6-2.
Bradley
64
2. Norton — Levesque over Robin taylor
76
son — Wilson (A) 6-7, 6-1, 6-1.
Valparaiso
109
e. Anderson — Shrock over Giener Butler
146
— Downey (A) 6-3, 6-2.
Park Side
175
HBCC Football Standings
Hanover
199
HBCC Overall De Pauw
212
Anderson
4-0
4-0
Carthage
274
Findlay
3-0
4-0
Taylor Finishers at Purdue
Hanover
3-0
3-0-1
4. Walter Bliss
25:28
Taylor
2-2
3-2
12. Phil Treckman
26:01
Wilmington
2-2
3-2
19. Jody May
26:22
Earlham
,
2-2
2-2
20. Dave Ryan
26:23
Manchester
0-3
0-4
21. JeffPerrine
26:23
STANDINGS AS OF OCTOBER 9TH
Women's Intramurals
League 1
Team
W
PCT
L
TIE Forfeits
Off Campus
5
0
1.000
1st West Olson
1
3
.250
1
2nd Center Olson
3
.600
2
3rd Center English
3
.600
2
1
3rd West Olson
2
.400
3
3rd South
0
.000
4
1
1

Winterholter seemed very pleased
with the team's 9-0 dual match re
cord. "We finished undefeated and
won the District and Conference ti
tles once again. These guys are ex
tremely hard workers and should
be commended, as the pressure to
repeat as champs is great and these
guys simply went out and took it to
Anderson College on their own turf.
I've really enjoyed being with these
guys, it's been a lot of fun and I'm
really pleased and happy for
them."
So the fall tennis season has
ended on a happy note once again
and the Trojans will not stay in
shape over the winter by running
and playing indoors. Taylor will
participate in the NAIA national fi
nals in Kansas City, Missouri dur
ing the first week of June, 1982.

by Jan Perry
Wilmington College came back
from a one point deficit in the fourth
quarter to post an 18-16 HBCC win
over Taylor last Saturday af
ternoon, dropping the Trojans to 3-2
on the year.
Both teams played on an even
par for most of the game, and the
see-saw battle had the small throng
of Wilmington supporters on the
edge of their seats throughout the
entire afternoon.
Gary Worthy completed a 61yard drive with a one yard plunge to
give Wilmington an early lead.
Steve McDevitt made good on the
extra point and the Quakers led at
the end of the first stanza 7-0.
The Trojans got on the
scoreboard in period number two on
a Rollin Ford to Mark Wilkerson
pass from 25,yards out, but the kick
failed and with 13:16 left in the first
half, Wilmington led 7-6. Tom Mortland made up for his first extra
point miss of the year by booting a
27-yard field goal at the 5:03 mark,
and Taylor took the slim 9-7 lead
into the locker room at half-time.
Wilmington took the kickoff in
the second half and went to the air
in their march to the end zone. Jim
Sposet hit all-conference receiver
Dave Brown with a 17-yard scoring
pass to put Wilmington back on top.
Gary Worthy caught a Sposet pass
for the extra points and the Quakers
led 15-9.
But the Trojans wouldn't say die
and Rollin Ford once again went to
the air to get the Taylor offense roll-

Trojane Up Beat

by Amy Bixel
Thursday October 8, the Tro
janes played DePauw, losing 4-5. In
singles Carol De Haan won, along
with Lyn Shepley, and Laura Yeager. De Haan and Shepley both won
in doubles.
Saturday, Oct. 10, the girls de
feated Huntington 7-2. Winning for
the Trojanes were Laura Yeager at
6th singles ; Lyn Shepley at 2nd sin
gles, Ruth Heidtman, 3rd singles,
Jan Carlson, 5th singles and Karen
Wittig split sets won 4th singles.
In the past years the Taylor Tro
jane volleyball team has been quite
successful, winning the state title
enough times to satisfy even the
most avid success-craved fan.
But as Herbster says, "this year
looks to be a successful season, but
a very challenging one." The team
is composed of mostly seniors,
which should provide for a lot of
leadership. The team is off to a real
strong start, and they have been
skimming some of the top teams in
pre-season matches.
This year's roster consists of
Kelly Hess, Karen Gerent, Brenda
Hillman, Becky Kittleson, Colleen
Wild, Nancy Gereny, Jean Culbertson, Melody Rohrer, Kaye Ingold,

ing. The sophomore from Savan
nah, Georgia was 15 of 27 for 170
yards on the day and put Taylor
back on top by hitting Mark Wilker
son in the end zone with an 11-yard
scoring toss. Mortland added the
kick and with :20 left in the third
quarter, Taylor led 16-15.
Wilmington marched the ball
into Trojan territory early in the
fourth quarter, but the Taylor de
fense held and Steve McDevitt's 40yard field goal attempt hit the
crossbar and bounced back, pre
serving the Trojan lead.
Taylor failed to move the ball
down the field on the next series,
and Wilmington took over and
drove deep into Trojan territory.
But the Quaker drive stalled inside
the ten yard line and Wilmington
coach Bill Ramseyer called on
McDevitt to attempt a field goal
from 21-yards away. McDevitt's
kick split the uprights and Wilming
ton went back on top 18-16.

Taylor's John Ozmun displayed
his 1980 all HBCC punting form by
averaging 50 yards a punt on his 7
punts on the day. Mark Wilkerson
also added a bright note to what
was otherwise a bitter loss with his
9 receptions for a total of 117 yards
on the day.
Taylor held Ail-American Gary
Worthy to 60 yards on 27 carrys, but
the Quakers made up the difference
in the air with a total of 215 yards
passing on the day. Split-end Dave
Brown caught six passes for 139
yards and tight-end Dave Dill
added 36 yards on three receptions.
Trojan mentor Sam Sample was
disappointed with the loss, but was
pleased with the effort and intensity
displayed by his troops. "I can't be
upset with our kids when they give
an all out effort like this, and I be
lieve we'll continue to give the top
teams in the conference a struggle
if we continue to work hard at it."

The Trojans made one last gal
lant attempt to score and drove the
ball to the Wilmington 26-yard line.
But a delay of game penalty cost
Taylor 5 yards and two passes by
Dean Hill fell incomplete to give
Wilmington the ball with 2:50 to
play.
Gary Worthy picked up a first
down on a third and 2 play and Wil
mington simply ate up the remain
ing time on the clock to go 2-2 in
conference action and 3-2 overall on
the year.

First Downs
Rushes — yards
Passing — yards
Passes
Punts
Fumbles — lost
Penalties - yards

Statistics
Taylor
11
31-39
218
18-36-1
7-50
0-0
3-25

Wilmington
20
47-120
219
13-16-1
4-38.2
3-3
5-50

Taylor
0 9 7 0 — 16
Wilmington
7 0 8 3 — 18
Wilmington — W
kick)
Taylor — Wilkerson 25-yd. pass from Ford,
(kick failed)
Taylor — Mortland 27-yd. field goal
Wilmington — Brown 17-yd. pass from Sposet
(Sposet pass to Worthy)
Taylor — Wilkerson 11-yd. pass from Ford
(Mortland kick)
Wilmington — McDevitt 21-yd. field goal
A - 343

Dr. Jenkinson Appointed
to National Executive
Committee of NAIA

Heidi Ison, Pam Drake, and Rhon
da Gentis.
In women's tennis this past week
the Trojanes lost to Notre Dame 0-9
on Sept. 25 and then to ISU 0-9 in triby Jim Orr
match action. Then on the 28th
Dr. Roger Jenkinson, Chairman
against Butler Univ. Carol DeHaan
split sets against the number one of the Geography Department, has
player from Butler in tie breakers, been appointed to the National Ex
but lost in the final set. The overall ecutive Committee of the National
outcome in that match was a 0-9 Association of Intercollegiate Ath
loss. Wednesday the 30th against St. letics (NAIA) for a ten year period.
Mary's. Ruth Heidtman won her Dr. Jenkinson will be one of the
match against St. Mary's in num eleven members serving on the ex
ber three singles in 2 sets, but the ecutive committee.
The NAIA consists of 520 col
team lost 0-9.
leges and universities throughout
"The girls are not really playing
that poorly, it's just that the other the United States. Among these 520
teams are all very strong," said colleges twenty of the colleges
come from Indiana including Grace
Coach Warner.
Anderson College, and
Even though we haven't been College,
Taylor
University.
hearing much from the Trojanes
Dr. Jenkinson has been involved
field hockey team, they are now al
ready about halfway through the with the NAIA for fourteen years.
season. Their record now stands at He has served four years as the
5 losses, and no wins. Sept. 26, at Chairman of the National EligibiliCedarville College in overtime we
lost 0-1 and then on the 28th at Notre
Dame the women lost 0-9.
The Trojanes have been domi
nating most of the games as far as
statistics, but overall have not been
coming out on top.

ty Committee and he is currently in
his second year as an Executive;
Committee member.
Presently, Dr. Jenkinson is a
member of the NAIA GovernanceCommittee. This committee is ex
ploring every aspect of the adminis
trative procedure of the NAIA in
order to update and perfect the total
program.
In the last year, Dr. Jenkinson
has been to five NAIA national
championships, serving as the coordinator of the soccer
championships, and doing various
services at the other
championships.
Taylor appreciates Dr. Jenkinson's work with the NAIA and wish
es him the best in his new duties and
responsibilities.

Hey, Alumni...

Trojan Runners
Finish Second
in Purdue Invitational

by Jan Perry
who is battling a cold."
Taylor's cross country team con
"Cross Country is a different
tinued to do well by placing second sport in that it takes a total team
in the Purdue Invitational last Fri effort and we are fortunate to have
day. Bradley University edged the a strong bunch of guys. It really
Trojans 64-76 to take the small col doesn't matter if one or two people
lege division.
are unable to run, as the other guys
Walter ijliss finished fourth in simply pick up the slack. Walter
25:28 to pace the Taylor harriers, Bliss, Jeff Perrine and Phil Treck
while Phil Treckman and Jody May man have all finished first for us at
finished 12th and 19th with times of one time or another this year and it
26:01 and 26:22. Dave Ryan and Jeff is truly amazing at the balances
Perrine closed out the top five for and depth in this squad."
Taylor by placing 20th and 21st,
Coach Glass cannot set one or
both with times of 26:23.
two harriers as his "top runners",
With the seasons now half-way as one seems to emerge as the new
over, Trojan mentor George Glass leader every week. "Dave Ryan,
seems pleased with the perfor Jody May and Dave Engle have
mances turned in by the harriers also done well for us this fall and
thus far. "I feel we are coming right we've got horrendous balance right
along and at this point in the season, down the line," stated Coach Glass.
I couldn't be happier. We're run
Last year the Trojan cross coun
ning super at this point and the guys try team finished 12th nationally
have a great spirit and attitude and and Taylor has been mentioned in
are enjoyable to be around."
the top 23 twice this year. Hopes of a
When asked of the remainder of top fifteen finish is once again in the
the season, Coach Glass stated, minds of many of the harriers as
"We'll try to peak with the HBCC the big meets approach the team in
meet, District meet, and Little the next few weeks.
State and hopefully the NAIA na
Taylor is 5-0 in dual meets this
tional meet. We ran well at Purdue year and the Trojan runners will
and finished well despite being travel to Purdue this Saturday to
without the services of Jay Redding run in the Little State meet.
League 2
3rd Center Olson
6
1
.857
2nd Floor English
3
1
.750
3
3rd East Olson
4
2
.667
1
2nd East Olson
3
2
.600
2
1 North and Cellar English
3
3
.500
1
2nd West Olson
I
3
.250
2
1st South English
1
4
.200
1
1st East Olson
1
6
.143
1

Teams must report their scores to Lori (270) or Jean (2474). We are not at
the field during and after games. Games not recorded will be counted as
double forfeits. Remember 2 forfeits eliminate you from the league.
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the alma mater?
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